MERRY CHRISTMAS

From the Holmes Family

Tom, Carol, Brian, Peter and Laura
News from the Holmes Front

Laura
- Started kindergarten.
- Is taking violin and already knows four songs.
- Is growing out her bangs.

Peter
- Is in 2nd grade and thinks school is okay but not great.
- Is an inventor and has his own workshop. His latest invention, the spoonstick, was well received at the Invention Convention.
- Likes playing with Colin and wrestling with Brian.

Brian
- Is in the 4th grade. Loves reading and is interested in history and geography (and won the school geography bee).
- Possibly has a budding interest in economics.
- Is getting braces.

Tom
- Is in the university and thinks school is okay but not great.
- Actually really likes teaching but did too much of it this fall quarter.
- Is looking forward to the winter quarter when he can focus on research.

Carol
- Is in kindergarten, 2nd and 4th grades and likes all her teachers.
- Has spent a lot of time volunteering with Store-to-Door to get groceries to little old ladies.
- Is thrilled that it’s only been below zero once so far this season.